International teaching collaborations

The establishment and expansion of international teaching collaborations at the Technische Universität Braunschweig pursues the objectives set out in the university's internationalisation and digitisation strategies in the area of teaching.

What is an international teaching collaboration?

International teaching collaborations exist in many different forms and formats, both as part of face-to-face courses and in courses offered virtually. Some examples are international guest lectures, seminars offered across universities, tandem teaching, project work across courses, and virtual discussions.

As a result of the COVID 19 pandemic, many courses have been offered digitally in the past semesters and therefore invite various formats of international teaching collaboration. Students can thereby acquire important intercultural competences along the way, which prepare them for the global job market.

Our offer

Implementing international teaching cooperations in your own seminars requires both logistical as well as content planning. The Project House supports you with an offer tailored to your individual needs.

International contacts and establishing visibility

International contacts and establishing visibility

We help you find cooperation partners and to build a network with like-minded people. We are happy to include already existing projects in our database as examples of best practice.

Formats and planning

We advise you on the decision for an appropriate format and on questions of practical implementation such as the scheduling, the choice of technological tools and possible assessment options.

Implementation

We will also be happy to accompany you during the implementation of your project and support you if you have any questions or face any challenges.

External Funding

We support you in finding and applying for funding for international teaching cooperation.

You can also find advice and practical help from us beyond the offers listed here. We look forward to your questions and suggestions. You can contact us via our contact form, by phone, or e-mail.

Contact

Technische Universität Braunschweig
Projekthaus
Am Fallersleber Tore 1
38100 Braunschweig

Franziska Täger
Tel.: + 49 531 391-14057
Email: f.taeger@tu-braunschweig.de

https://www.tu-braunschweig.de/lehreundmedienbildung/angebote/internationale-lehre